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OPERATION OF A LAR6E NEGATIVE ION SOURCE IN DEUTERIt~4
L.M. Lea, A.J.T. Holmes and M.F. Thornton
Culham Laboratory
Euratcm/UKAEA Fusion Association
Abingdon, Oxon. OXI4 3DB, England
ABSTRACT
Experiments performed in a volume production negative ion source
show that the use of a tent or supercusp magnetic filter leads to a
more uniform plasma at the normal extraction plane than that obtained
with a dipole filter.
For the tent filter geometry the extracted negative ion current
density, increased as the accelerator was moved into the source to a
maximu~ value of about 30% greater than that measured at the normal
extraction plane.
There is evidence that the primary electrons were well confined
by the magnets on the walls of the source, but that significant
numbers of positive ions were able to escape from the source by
cross-field diffusion, at pressures in excess of 7 mTorr.
INTRODU~I~
For heating and/or current drive in the core of the relatively
dense plasmas envisaged within the NET or ITER tokamaks neutral beam
energies in excess of 1 MeV will be required. The neutral beam
injectors will therefore have to be based on the acceleration and
neutralisation of negative ions. This is because the cross-section
for the neutralisation of positive ions, and therefore the
equilibrium neutral fraction obtainable frsm them, decreases steeply
at energies > 80 keV/nucleon. The efficiency of neutralisation of a
negative ion beam is, however, almost independent of the beam energy
with a value slightly less than 60% for a siaple gas neutraliser,
rising to above 80% if a plasma neutraliser is used.
Over the past few years, work at the Culham Laboratory on volume
production negative ion sources has produced very encouraging
results Lea et al. I. The work described here was initiated with the
aim of increasing the D- current density obtainable from a large
volume production ion source while maintaining a high uniformity over
a large area, so that in principle multi-ampere currents could be
provided by a full size extraction system with multiple apertures.
DIAGNOSTICS
Two types of diagnostic have been used on the source test
facility. These are a group of sixteen planar I~3ngmuir probes each
of area 68 m ~ set in a cross formation, and a miniature ion
accelerator, with an entrance aperture of I. 5 mm diameter, located at
the centre of the probe formation. All the Langmuir probes and the
miniature accelerator are attached to a drive mechanism which enables
them to be moved to any axial position within the source.
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TO keep the pressure within the accelerator low enough to
prevent gas stripping of aRoreciable numbers of negative ions a
separate pimping system is utilised.
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATICN AhD CALIBRATION P

~

F(~ THE AOC~RRATOR

The accelerator extraction voltage is typically I0 kV and is
applied between the grounded beam-forming electrode and the second
electrode. The second electrode contains two sets of pezmane/~
magnets. One set is arranged to create a dipole field near the front
face of the electrode, and the other creates a reversed dipole field
near the rear face. Electrons accelerated from the plasma are
deflected into the well in the electrode while only a small deviation
is caused to the trajectories of the negative ions.
The Faraday cup is located immediately behind the third
electrode and may be biased by up to +I00 V with respect to it, to
prevent secondary electron emission due to ion impact. The current
received by the third electrode is only of the order of 5 percent of
the negative ion current reaching the Faraday cup. No Faraday cup
signal was seen when a source discharge was run in helium gas;
therefore electron leakage past the magnetic traps is considered to
be negligible.
By extracting positive deuterium ions and comparing the
extracted current density measured by the Faraday cup with the
average positive current density on the four adjacent iang~m/ir
probes, it was possible to estimate the gas target in the accelerator
for each source pressure. Cross-section data in Barnett et al.2 for
the charge exchange cross-section for H + and the one electron loss
cross-section for H- are in the ratio i: I. 3 over the energy range of
interest (i to 10 keV), this then enabled the loss of D- within the
accelerator to be estimated, Lea et al.1. The loss increased with
source pressure and reached about 27% at a pressure of 12 mTorr.
CCP~ARISCN OF FILTE~ GEOMETRIES

Experiments have been performed with two different magnetic
filter geometries. The first of these, the dipole filter, is created
by re-orientation of the magnets in the second and third rows from
the front of the source on both of the long sides, Holmes et al.3.
On one long side of the source north poles faced into the plasma and
on the other side south poles faced, thereby creating a field across
the source of peak value 32 Gauss on the centreline. All other
magnets on the source walls were arranged in a checkerboard pattern.
At a discharge current of 1375 A end a filling pressure of 12 mTorr a
maxim~n D- current density of 29 mA/cs? was obtained after correction
for stripping within the accelerator.
The array of Langmuir probes was used to measure the uniformity
of the positive ion current density in the normal extraction plane
and the results are shown in Fig. i, for the long direction. The
positive ion current density was found to be reasonably uniform in
the short direction and therefore it is to be expected that the
negative ion current density was also uniform. In the long
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moved into the source. The plasma potential at first increases from
3.75 V to 5.25 V in the first 40 ram before remaining, on average,
near constant to the furthest point of measurement. From the small
change in the electron temperature and plasma potential it is clear
that at all times the probe and accelerator remained within the
extraction volt~e of the source and did not penetrate into the driver
volume. Measurements made with movable probes in a source configured
with a dipole filter showed a marked increase in the electron
temperature and p l a s ~ potential as the probes moved into the filter
and then on into the driver volume.
The increase in the positive ion current density up to a point
around 90 - 100 mm from the normal extraction plane is not
inconsistent with results found on moving into a dipole source. The
increase being almost linear as the distance from the filter is
decreased, corresponding to an increase in the overall plasma
density. Beyond this position both positive ion and electron
currents decrease steadily showing a true reduction in plasma density
almost certainly due to electrons being t r a ~
on the filter field
lines then lost to the back of the source, the positive ions being
drawn along to maintain quasineutrality. The fact that the electron
current increases on moving from the normal extraction plane to about
40 mm into the source is consistent with the increase in overall
plasma density indicated by the positive ion current. The decrease
from around 40 mm to 90 mm in, would appear to be primarily due to
the fact that there are increasing nunbers of negative ions present
and so less electrons are required to maintain quasineutrality.
It is of interest to note that the maximu~ negative ion current
is found at a distance into the source which is only slightly less
than that for the maximun plasma density indicated by t_he positive
ion current and is at a position close to the filter.
PLASMA UNIFORMITY FCR EXTRACTION FRCM WITHIN THE SOURCE

Since the negative ion current measured by the accelerator
reached a maxim~n value at a distance of about 90 mm into the
source, the Langmuir probes were used to ascertain the usable
extraction area. The positive ion saturation current j+, the ratio
je/j+ and the electron temperature are shown in Fig. 6, for the long
source dimension at 90 mm from the normal extraction plane. The
positive ion current density is near uniform over most of the
distance indicating that the plasma uniformity is reasonable. The
ratio je/j+ is unfortunately rather far from uniform with a value
increasing from slightly less than 18 near the centreline of the
source to around 34 at 220 mm from the centreline. This would imply
that the negative ion to positive ion number density ratio decreases
by about a factor of three on moving frcm the centreline to the
furthest excursion. This is extremely likely on the basis of the
corresponding increase in the electron temperature, which would
reduce the dissociative attachment rate and increase the rate of
electron detachment leading to a net decrease in negative ion
density.
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direction, however, the positive ion current density has a severe
gradient from one side of the source to t_he other. This is believed
to be due to a j x B drift of the charged particles crossing the
- -

m

filter field. Experience with "tent" or "supercusp" filter designs
in connection with the JET positive ion sources, encouraged the
testing of this geometry for efficiency of negative ion production
and uniformity.
The tent filter ge<m~try was created by orientating the magnets
in the first two rows from the front of the source on both of the
long sides so that south poles faced into the plamna. At the same
time orientating the magnets in the centre region of the back plate
so that north poles faced into the plasma.
At a pressure of 12 mTorr and a discharge current of 1300 A the
E~ current density was only 3% less than that measured under similar
conditions for the dipole filter gecmetry. The great advantage of
the tent filter can be seen in Fig. 2, where the positive ion
uniformity in the long direction is now very good. It can also be
seen that the ratio of the electron saturation to positive ion
currents is reasonably uniform in the long direction of the source.
This would imply that the negative ion density is also approximately
uniform since the ratio je/j+ to a probe will decrease almost
linearly from the value founa in a plasna cc~prising solely electrons
and positive ions as the negative ion density increases. In t_he
short direction the uniformity remains good over the centre region of
t_he source, but the current density and the ratio je/j+ reduce quite
rapidly beyond about 70 n~ from the centreline as the edge of the
tent filter is encountered.
OPTIMISATION OF EXTRACTION PLANE POSITION
Movement of the accelerator into the source for the tent filter
configuration produced the results shown in Fig. 3. At around 90 mm
into the source the extracted [~ current density reaches a peak value
30% greater than t_hat observed in the normal extraction plane, while
the electron current reaches a maxinun at about 30 mm into the
source, before decreasing steadily as the accelerator is moved
further in.
Measurements of the electron current density, positive ion
current density and the ratio je/j+ obtained by a Langmuir probe
adjacent to the accelerator are-shown in Fig. 4. As the probe was
moved into the source the measured electron current density was found
to agree well with the current density measured on the second
electrode of the accelerator. The positive ion current density
increased steadily as the probe was moved into the source until a
maximum value was reached at around 90 - i00 nln from the normal
extraction plane. The ratio je/j+ increased by a small amount over
the first I0 - 15 n~, but from-that point onwards decreased
steadily.
The Langn~ir probe was also used to measure the electron
temperature and local plasma potential as a function of position
within the source, the results obtained are shown in Fig. 5. The
electron temperature rises from about i. 0 to 1.2 eV as the probe is
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In the short direction the positive ion current density
increased beyond about 70 mm from the centreline. This is consistent
with the fact that the filter field restricts the extraction volume
of the source, particularly in the short direction. The increase in
the positive ion current is partially due to an increase in the
plasma density but also to a clear increase in the electron
temperature as the probes pass through the filter into the driver
volume. The ratio j=/j~ shows a marked increase beyond 90 mm from
the centreline, by wSich' point the electron temperature has reacb~ 2
eV and the number of negative ions will be reduced.
PRIMARY ~,T,~"CTRONAID ION C O N F ~
In principle the primary electron confinement time, TD, may be
found from the equation defining the production and loss b~lance for
the primaries, Green et al.4.

Idisc
eV

np

Tp

=~No

Sin + - -

V is the source volume and Sin the rate for inelastic collisions.
It
has not been possible to measure primary electron densities directly
using iangmuir probes, therefore as an approximation n o can be
eliminated from the equation by use of the equation defining the
production and loss balance for positive ions.

eV

=

NO Si

S i is the rate for ionising collisions of primary electrons on gas
molecules, and I+ is the positive ion current produced.
If it is a s ~
that practically all positive ions are
collected on t_he metal plate across the front of the source in the
normal extraction plane and few reach the source anode due to the
magnetic confinement, then I+ = k j+ where j+ is the positive ion
current density at the source extraction plane.
The result is:
Idisc

Sin
-

k j+

1
+

Si

N O Si Tp

For the large negative ion source I+ = 1000 j+. A plot of. Idi_c..~/J+_
versus 1/pressure should allow Tp to be estimated for a graven prlmary
ionisation rate.
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In Fig. 7, I~s~/j ~ is plotted against I/pressure for the source
configured with t_~ £ent filter. At source filling pressures below 7.
mTorr the data set shows an approximately linear dependence of
I ~ ~c/j+ on 1/pressure. From the gradient of the fitted line and for
a~mary
ionisation rate Si of 2 x 10-14 n@ sec-1, a relatively long
primary electron conf/nemen£ time of 5 x 10-7 seconds is obtained.
At pressures above about 7 mTorr the data shows Idisc/J+ increasing
with increasing pressure, although this would n o t b e expected frcm
the simple model. It is considered l i ~ l y that this effect is dne to
the cross-field diffusion of positive ions to the source anode, a
process previously observed at high gas pressures by Goede and
Green5.
The current to the anode is given by:
dn
D+-dx

I+a = - A e

AeCsn
3 NO~

eB

L

I+

IM
-

-

1

2

NOa Cs )

where C s is the ion sound speed, L is the source half width, A is the
anode area, B is the magnetic field in the intercusp region and ~ is
the elastic cross-section.
For high magnetic fields this reduces to a linear dependence of
the current to the anode on the product j+ N 0.
I+a = constant j+ N O
Since the primary electron confinement time is long, Idisc/(kj+ +
I+a) may be treated as having effectively an almost cons£ant value.
Id?~c is then proportional to kj+ + constant j+NO. A plot of
. . . . .against pressure, Fig. 8, w'xll therefore- show a linear
Id4q~/3+
re-I~£ionship if cross-field diffusion of positive ions is a major
process. This can be seen to be true for pressures in excess of
about i0 mTorr. For pressures below 7 mTorr cross-field diffusion is
not so significant and the assunption that Idisc/(kj+ + I+a) is near
constant ceases to be valid.

DISCUSSION
It is clear that if a volume production negative ion source is
to be used in a neutral injection system then multi-aperture
extraction will be used and tb~ negative ion current density should
be as uniform as possible over the full extraction area. Of the two
magnetic filter geometries tested the tent filter satisfies this
condition best, with the ~
uniform extraction area at t_he
normal extraction plane.
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There would appear to be some possibility for trading off the
uniform extraction area for higher negative ion current density by
using an accelerator which is re-entrant into the source, but without
further experimental tests there is a high probability that the large
area of the accelerator would perturb the source plasma and thereby
reduce the local negative ion current density.
On the basis of the present level of source development it would
appear realistic to aim for a conservative current density figure of
15-20 mA/cm 2 from the source. There are two advantages to working
with a current density of this level. First, high D- current
densities require high source discharge currents and suppression of
the increased electron flux beccmes more difficult. Second, dunping
of the power carried by the residual ions, after beam neutralisation,
becomes an increasingly difficult problem as the current density is
increased for beam energies of order 1 MeV.
Cross-field diffusion of positive ions out of the present source
appears to become a problem at source filling pressures in excess of
7 mTorr. In order to obtain an adequate negative ion current density
for neutral injection purposes, while keeping the gas stripping
within the accelerator to a manageable level, it will be necessary to
operate each source at a pressure of around I0 mTorr. The normal
checkerboard confinement magnet gecmetry must therefore be
strengthened on future purpose built sources.
~
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